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ABSTRACT
We examine the impact of the Americanization of names on the labor market outcomes of
migrants. We construct a novel longitudinal data set of naturalization records in which we
track a complete sample of migrants who naturalize by 1930. We find that migrants who
Americanized their names experienced larger occupational upgrading. Some, such as those who
changed to very popular American names like John or William, obtained gains in occupationbased earnings of at least 14%. We show that these estimates are causal effects by using an index
of linguistic complexity based on Scrabble points as an instrumental variable that predicts
name Americanization. We conclude that the tradeoff between individual identity and labor market
success was present since the early making of modern America
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1. INTRODUCTION
And while you bring all countries with you, you come with a purpose of leaving all other
countries behind you - bringing what is best of their spirit,

but not looking over your

shoulders and seeking to perpetuate what you intended to leave in them. [...] You cannot
dedicate yourself to America unless you become in every respect and with every purpose of
your will thorough Americans.
Woodrow Wilson, May 10, 1915 1
Americanization, the process by which immigrants strive to assimilate into American society,
encompasses several dimensions. One such element is the Americanization of migrants’ first
names, a key aspect of the desire – or need – to conform to the American norm. The
importance of first names has long been stressed by sociologists (Lieberson, 2000), and it
could serve as a crucial marker to understanding the returns and tradeoffs from
Americanization. In this paper, we provide the first evidence on the economic consequences of
the Americanization of first names during a pivotal period in American history. 2
Most Americans have heard stories of migrant ancestors Americanizing their names in
the early half of the twentieth century. However, such anecdotes are typically stored solely in
familial memories, with no study having measured the extent and implications of name
Americanization. Table 1 provides preliminary facts about the magnitude of this phenomenon.
Defined throughout as the custom of adopting a first name that was more popular in the U.S.
born population than the original migrant’s name, name Americanization was a widespread
practice. Almost a third of naturalizing immigrants abandoned their first names by 1930 and
acquired popular American names such as William, John or Charles. These popular destination
names are shown in Panel A. Panel B shows substantial variation in name Americanization by
country of birth, highlighting that migrants from Italy, Russia and Germany were all very likely
to abandon their “foreign-sounding names” and adopt names popular among the U.S. born
population.
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Speech given to a group of naturalized Americans in Philadelphia.
Surname Americanization – as we define it in the next section – was in place but appears to be less common, with
only 7% of migrants Americanizing their surnames. Details on surnames changes are provided in the online Appendix.
The rest of the paper focuses on first names.
2
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Table 1: Popular American Names and Name Americanization.
Notes: Panel A): Own tabulations from IPUMS Census, 1930. Name frequencies are calculated using US-born
population aged 50+ in 1930 New York.
Panel B): O wn tabulations from sample of naturalizing immigrants in 1930, Ancestry.com. Name
Americanization is defined as the custom of adopting a first name that was more popular in the U.S.
born population than the original migrant’s name. For details see data section.

Widespread name Americanization prompts the question of whether it had an impact on
migrants’ economic success. Figure 1 provides a preliminary answer to this question. Name
Americanization into the most popular names - e.g. the top quartile - was associated with an
occupation-based earnings increase of above 10%. These gains were larger than those experienced
by migrants Americanizing into less popular names - e.g. the first quartile - and even more so
than those experienced by migrants who kept their original name or changed to a more
distinctive name.

2

Figure 1: Change in Log-Occupational Score and Americanization
Notes: The x-axis represents quartiles of the change in the Americanization. The category “Distinctive”
indicates individuals who changed names into less frequent names. The category “Keepers” indicates
individuals who did not change name or change into equally frequent names. Name Americanization is
defined as the custom of adopting a first name that was more popular in the U.S. born population than
the original migrant’s name. The dependent variable is the change in log-occupational score.

We devote much of our analysis to verifying that the positive impact of name
Americanization on occupation-based earnings represents a credible causal effect and is not
driven by observable and unobservable differences across migrants. We account for
characteristics that are often unavailable, even in modern data sets, allowing us to control for
time varying socio-demographic traits as well as nationality-specific and local labor marketspecific time trends. More importantly, we examine the causal effect of changing names by
exploiting the longitudinal nature of our data and using an instrumental variable approach. We
instrument name Americanization with an index based on Scrabble points, which captures the
degree of linguistic complexity of names upon arrival compared to the linguistic complexity
of names at destination.
To understand the link between name Americanization and labor market outcomes we
have digitalized a novel data set in which we can observe an entire random sample of migrants
who completed their naturalization papers by 1930 in New York City. We are able to follow
the full set of individuals over time, due to the nature of the naturalization process and
documentation procedure, which required migrants to first file a declaration and later a petition
3

for naturalization. By exploiting this two-step procedure we obtain information on name
Americanization and a wide range of migrant characteristics at different points in time,
allowing us to examine economic outcomes following name Americanization. This strategy
differs from the common methodology used in constructing historical panel data, which,
resorting to record linkage based on name and age, only delivers partial matching and does
not allow the detection of name changes.
Throughout our analysis and across numerous specifications, we find a substantial
pay- off of name Americanization. Further tests suggest that name Americanization was more
common among migrants that were likely low skilled, more discriminated against, or with less
alternative means for socio-economic improvement. Therefore, our study adds to recent
evidence provided in Abramitzky et al. (2012a), which concludes that migrant occupational
upgrading was rather limited for low skill migrants between 1900 and 1920, by interpreting
name Americanization as a way of circumventing negative occupational shocks and climbing up
the occupational ladder.
More generally, our results highlight the tradeoff between maintaining one’s individual
identity and labor market success, suggesting that the process of cultural assimilation at the
dawn of the modern “melting pot” was instrumental for migrants’ economic advancement.
Therefore, such a tradeoff is not only present in recent times (e.g. Bertrand and Mullainathan,
2004, Fryer and Levitt, 2004, Arai and Thoursie, 2009, Algan et al., 2012) but was also in
place during the early 1900s.
We are therefore able to add evidence to a growing literature that links names to
economic success during a period that was pivotal in laying the foundations of modern America.
Much of the literature on the relationship between names and outcomes focuses on the second
half of the twentieth century. For example, psychologists have shown that first names closer to
those in host societies are associated with positive attitudes among host populations in
general (Kang, 1971, Drury and McCarthy, 1980) and more specifically among employers, coworkers and customers (Laham et al., 2011). Economists have shown that more common names
result in better educational (Figlio, 2005) and labor market success, due to reduced
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discrimination (e.g. Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004). 3 The association between names and
economic outcomes, however, might also stem from unobserved factors that correlate with
parents naming choices and economic success. For instance, Fryer and Levitt (2004) find that
after controlling for background characteristics white names are no longer associated with
better outcomes. On the other hand, recent work by Algan et al. (2012) shows that parents in
France are willing to give up one year of expected average income by giving their children an
Arabic name; Brenner and Rubinstein (2013) find evidence that the Israeli labor market
discriminates based on ethnic sounding surnames.
To our knowledge, only two studies have looked at name changes, both focusing on
renouncing surnames. The first analysis relates names to gender identity, focusing on women
who decide to keep their maiden name instead of acquiring their husband’s surname upon
marriage (Goldin and Shim, 2004). 4 While this work analyzes surname choice rather than its
effect on outcomes, it provides compelling evidence on reversion to the custom of taking the
husband’s name during the second half of the twentieth century. More importantly, it
documents the existence of a negative correlation between surname changes and skills. The
second analysis looks at the effect of surname changes made by immigrants from Asian and
Slavic countries living in Sweden in the 1990s (Arai and Thoursie, 2009). In this context, in which
0.4% of migrants changed surnames, fixed-effects estimates show a substantial increase in
earnings. The authors conclude that this result is likely driven by reduced labor market
discrimination associated with having a Swedish-sounding surname. The scant literature on this
topic is the result of a scarcity of data sets containing sufficient information to empirically test
whether changing names improves economic outcomes. Furthermore, in a historical setting
like ours, nailing the consequences of name Americanization is particularly challenging due to
the non-availability of longitudinal data sources together with difficulties in tackling endogenous
name choices. Our data and estimation techniques overcome such limitations, contributing to a
better understanding of the pressures migrants faced to conform to American norms.
3

For instance, racial or ethnic names are frequently used in audit and correspondence studies to test for racial
discrimination in hiring. Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004) use a correspondence study to provide evidence that
résumé’s with African-American names had significantly lower callback for recruitment by hiring firms than did
resumes with white names. Similar studies in Europe and developing countries use ethnic first names to find evidence
of labor market discrimination against immigrants, ethnic minorities and/or socio-economically disadvantaged groups.
4
To the best of our knowledge, the only precedent on a similar topic is the sociological study by Broom et al. (1955).
The author looks at the characteristics of 1,107 petitions for name changes filed at the Los Angeles Superior Court, in
1946-1947. However, this study is very descriptive in nature, is unclear on how the petitions have been selected, does
not focus on migrants and does not look at labor market outcomes.

5

The paper is organized as follows. We begin by providing a description of the data set we
have collected and the empirical strategy adopted. We then present and discuss the estimated
effects of name Americanization before providing robustness checks and concluding.

The online Appendix referred to in this article can be accessed at the following link:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/mcfkzh5riur63mx/appendix.pdf

2. DATA
In order to understand its magnitude and consequences, it is necessary to define and measure
appropriately the term ‘name Americanization’. An ideal data set would consist of individuals
who are observed before and after Americanizing their names. Historical data sources such as
the censuses do not include identifiers that allow tracking of individuals over time. Hence, much
of the existing literature (e.g. Ferrie, 1996, Abramitzky et al., 2012a) resorts to linking
individual records, often matching individuals by name, age and birthplace. This strategy is
clearly not an option for us, as we would be unable to match individuals who have changed
names. In fact, name changes are one of the challenges in successfully link individuals –
especially immigrants – over time.
Instead, we exploit the rich records stemming from the naturalization procedure. 5 With
only marginal changes since 1795, the naturalization procedure consisted of two steps. Free
white aliens residing in the U.S. for at least two years ( one year of which was spent in the
state or territory in which the application was made) were required to first file a declaration of
intention. The second step involved filing a petition for admission to citizenship which could be
undertaken a minimum of five years following the initial declaration. At the moment of filing
citizenship papers, the Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization checked ship manifests and
issued a certificate of arrival, a document which included the name held at arrival. Finally,
migrants took a naturalization oath or oath of allegiance. After having completed all citizenship
requirements, migrants were issued a certificate of naturalization. Following 1906, the
declaration of intention, the petition for naturalization and the certificate of naturalization all
5

Naturalization was considered to be the ultimate act of identifying with the American culture. In fact, before the 1924
restrictions - but also after the imposition of quotas - direct benefits for citizenship were rather limited per se.
Immigrants during this time were permanent residents and, before the New Deal, social benefits were too small to
reflect a motivation for naturalization (Lleras-Muney and Shertzer, 2012).
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had a standardized format prescribed by the Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization,
forming the rich records that we have digitalized as part of our research.
To compile our data set we extracted naturalization records from Ancestry.com, a website
providing genealogical and family history records. We accessed the complete naturalization
records filed at the U.S. District Court for the Southern and Eastern districts of New York
City in 1930. 6 More than 30% of all certificates granted in the United States pertain to the
district of New York (Annual Report of the Commissioner of Naturalization, 1930, p.15),
highlighting the importance of these records in understanding immigrant assimilation in the
U.S. Ancestry.com provides access to 26,113 of the official 30,361 petitions that were filed in
the naturalization district

of New York (Annual Report of the Commissioner of

Naturalization, 1930, p.15), corresponding to more than 85% of all the records thought to
be available for that year. The remaining records are likely to have been granted by other
district courts of New York City or within the State, yet are not available in electronic form.
Nonetheless, the overwhelming share of naturalizations granted by the Eastern and Southern
courts highlights the importance of the two courts, making their records representative of
nearly the entire population of naturalizing immigrants residing in the state of New York.
While our sample of study represents only a part of all immigrants living in the U.S. in
1930, this subset is of particular relevance. First, it captures immigrants who arrived on
average in the late 1910s, during the last surge of migration before U.S. doors were shut.
Second, while return migration was common in the early 1900s (Bandiera et al., 2013), these
migrants settled permanently, truly contributing to ‘the making of modern America’. Third,
the cultural and economic tradeoffs faced by naturalized migrants in New York City should
be less pronounced than those of non-naturalized migrants in the city or of migrants in other
states less exposed to the new migration waves, likely providing a lower bound on the
magnitude and returns to name Americanization. 7
We selected and manually transcribed a 20% random sample of the available records for

6

The Southern District Court jurisdiction comprises the counties of New York (Manhattan), Bronx, Westchester,
Putnam, Rockland, Orange, Dutchess, and Sullivan. The Eastern District court’s territorial jurisdiction includes the
counties of Kings (Brooklyn), Queens, Richmond (Staten Island), Nassau and Suffolk.
7
We compared the characteristics of our sample with random samples of migrants (naturalized and non-naturalized)
from the 1930 IPUMS. See the online Appendix for details.
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1930. While our randomization procedure involved the collection of naturalization records
for both males and females, in the paper we use the records for male immigrants only8. We
also restrict the sample to individuals who filed petition papers two to seven years after
declaration, which gives us an estimation sample of 3,353 migrants. 9
Given the two steps involved in the naturalization process, we can observe migrants’
characteristics at two different points in time without resorting to record linkage. Besides
being obvious by simple observation of the individual characteristics, we are confident that
the same migrant is being observed for two reasons: first, except in rare cases, documents are
ordered by petition number and sequenced by document type for each migrant; and second,
the petition number is usually printed on all documents. 10 In this paper, we refer to these
two pieces of information as “declaration” and “petition”, respectively. In order to test our
main hypothesis – whether name Americanization influenced migrants’ economic outcomes –
we derived variables for both time periods. In the following paragraphs, we describe the
steps taken to derive our key variables, which include popular American names, occupational
scores and geographical characteristics.

American norm and Americanization. We measure conformability with American
norms by exploring how immigrants’ names compare with American ones. The first step is to
rank American names by the frequency of their appearance in the U.S.-born population
compiled from the 5% Integrated Public Use Microdata Serie of the 1930 Census (IPUMS,
Steven Ruggles et al., 2010). We focus on American individuals born before 1880 and living
in the state of New York at the time of the census. The reason behind restricting our
attention to individuals aged 50+ is to capture naming patterns for a period that
encompasses earlier migration waves to the U.S. only, hence abstracting from 1930s fashions
and naming patterns that might be influenced by the contemporary migration waves of that

8

The reasons for doing this are twofold. First, females could naturalize through marriage, and not file papers.
Therefore, the female sample is a somewhat selected group likely to be systematically different from the population of
all female migrants. Second, after the Act of 1922, females married to a U.S. citizen were not required to file first
papers, hence we cannot observe them over time.
9
Only 15 individuals are observed outside the interval 2-7 years since declaration. Note that immigrants
only appear in our sample if their naturalization procedure has been completed - but independent of whether or not
citizenship was granted. For about 2.6% of the sample citizenship was refused. We keep these records in the sample.
10
The only exception is when we cannot find a whole set of documents for a particular petition number. This has
occurred only in 0.2 per cent of our cases.
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time. We also focus on naming patterns in the state of New York only to narrow down the
pool of names that migrants in the sample were likely exposed to. Panel A of Table 1 shows
common American names. Names including William, John, Charles and George were most
common in the 50+ American-born population, which we consider representative of the
American norm.
Based on our definition of the American norm, we derive a simple metric to capture name
Americanization. For a name held by an individual i and observed at time t we define our
metric as a normalized frequency of this name in the 50+ American-born population living
in New York state:

Ait =

S itk
max (S it1 ,…,S itK )
where

Sitk =

Σk Ι(N ameit = N amek)

(1)
for k ∈ {1, ..., K } US-born 50+, NY

where Ait is our metric, I(N ameit = N amek ) is an indicator variable that takes the value
one if the name of a native-born individual is the same as the name of individual i; thus, Sitk
counts the number of native-born individuals holding the same name as individual i. The
denominator represents the maximum frequency across all names held by U.S.-born
individuals, bounding our metric between zero and one.
In other words, Ait measures how frequent individual i’s name at time t is in the Americanborn population on a scale from 0 to 1. In fact, names that are unique to our migrants are
observed in the American-born population with a frequency equal to zero, so the metric
associated with these names will also be zero. On the other hand, migrants called William
and George will have a metric of, respectively, 1 and 0.68 (given by 0.0612/0.0899, see
Table 1). What is name Americanization? This occurs whenever a migrant changes his name
into one that more frequently occurs in the U.S. population, corresponding to an increase in
Ait over time. As an example of name Americanization, a migrant called Giovanni who
changes his name into William would be Americanizing his name, with an initial value of
Ait equal to zero and a subsequent value of Ait equal to one. On the other hand, Ait would
take a value of one for any t for a British migrant called William who does not change his
name. Similarly, if Giovanni were to change his name into Salvatore, Ait will take a value zero
9

for any t, given that neither of these names were common American names. In both of these
cases there is no change in Ait over time. Finally, while Americanizing one’s name
corresponds to an increase in Ait, Ait could also decrease over time if migrants were to
change into more distinctive foreign names.
This simple metric allows us to define “name Americanizers” as individuals who choose
different levels of Ait. The purpose of our index is to capture the distribution of names that is
not affected by migration. It differs from other name indices, such as Fryer and Levitt (2004)
in one fundamental aspect: while Fryer and Levitt (2004) are interested in a relative index that
is invariant to name popularity across minority groups, we aim to exclusively measure the
popularity of American names only. 11 Moreover, as shown in Section 6, the overall findings
are robust to re-defining popularity using different times and including migrants in the
sample of names. This is not surprising given that naming patterns were rather stable during
the late 1800s and early 1900s and that the distribution of names was not substantially affected
by immigration.

Occupations and earnings. One challenge in studying historical labor market outcomes
is the lack of earning measures prior to the 1940 Census. We rely on an indirect, wellestablished measure of “earning potential” that assigns income scores to each occupation. To
obtain this “occupational score”, we first collected the occupation string from the
naturalization papers and standardized occupation titles to match those identified in IPUMS.
While all occupations were standardized during this process, we flagged those occupations
for which some imputation was made for assignment of an occupation. Next, we attributed
the “occupational score” provided by IPUMS to migrants in our data. Such an income score
indicates the median total income (in hundreds of 1950 dollars) of a person in a given
occupation. It should be noted that although the occupational score has a well-established use
in economics, its limitations are also well recognized (Abramitzky et al., 2012a). For

11

In our context, the index of Fryer and Levitt (BNI) would be defined as
∑k 1 (Nameit = Namek )
1
(∑k (Nameit = Namek ) + ∑l 1(Nameit = Namek )
(for k in US-born and l in foreign-born), which varies between 0 and 1 as our Ait. As it can be seen, the BNI index
weights the frequencies of names by the overall distribution of names across groups. When we apply the BNI index in
our analysis, we find very similar results.
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instance, we are unable to measure within-occupation changes in earnings related to the
Americanization of a migrant’s name. For an effect to be found, it is necessary that
changing one’s name pushes an individual into a different mean-wage occupation, which
annihilates the actual variation in wages. It is possible that our results would be stronger if
individual-level information on earnings were available.

Local Labor Markets. An additional and somewhat unique piece of information
contained in the naturalization records is the residential address of the migrant and his
dependents at declaration and at petition. We exploit this information in several ways: first,
we use it to identify the migrants’ local labor market; second, we use it to detect the
mobility of internal migrants, i.e. those individuals who at the time of petition moved to a
local labor market different than at declaration; and third, at an even more disaggregated
level, we control for the potential role of ethnic enclaves.
We implement a geocoding procedure through which we use migrants’ addresses to
derive coordinates, subsequently assigning local labor markets to each individual. Local labor
markets were defined comparing individuals’ labor market outcomes across alternative
geographic entities. Our preferred choice for local labor market coincides with community
districts. 12

Summary Statistics. Figure 1 in the introduction shows a positive association between
name Americanization and occupational scores. Table 2 further explores the differences across
migrants who Americanize their names and those who do not, both at the time of declaration
and between declaration and petition.

12

Exploiting the detailed geographical information, it is easy to note that Brooklyn and Manhattan were the two most
populated boroughs. Distinguishing the place of residence by major country of birth, some clusters by country of origin
are evident, including those of Italians in the lower east side of Manhattan and Russians in the Brownsville area of
Brooklyn, yet different ethnic groups coexisted in the same areas. Detailed explanations of the construction of these
local labor markets, as well as results and additional tables are given in the online Appendix.
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Table 2: Characteristics by level of Americanization: at Declaration and differences between Petition and
Declaration.
Notes: Standard deviations in parentheses. Distinctive refers to migrants who changed their names into less frequent
names; Keepers are migrants who did not change name, or changed name into an equally frequent name; Americanize
refers to migrants who changed names into more frequent names; quartiles refer to migrants who Americanize their
names.
“Other new migrants” include migrants born in: Finland, Albania, Greece, Malta, Portugal, Azores, Spain, Austria,
Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Austrian Poland, Russian Poland, Romania, Yugoslavia,
Montenegro, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Armenia.
“Other old migrants” include migrants born in: Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Scotland, United Kingdom, Belgium, France,
Alsace-Lorraine, Netherlands, Switzerland.
“Other migrants” include migrants born in: Newfoundland, Mexico, Guatemala, Cuba, Jamaica, British West Indies,
Barbados, British Virgin Islands, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Guyana/British Guiana, East Indies, Philippines, Cyprus,
Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Tunisia, Australia.
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As shown in the first column, migrants were about thirty years old at the time of
declaration, had been in the U.S. for about seven years and around 45% were married
(although only 32% had been joined by their spouse in the U.S.), while about 30% had
children. A large fraction were born in Italy, Russia or other major sending countries of this
time, such as Poland or the Czech Republic. We call these migrants “new migrants” in
contrast to the groups originating from Northern Europe. The classification between “old” and
“new migrants” distinguishes between ethnic groups who already had an established history of
successful settlement in the U.S. and new waves of migrants which ignited xenophobic
reactions in the early 1900s. As we expected (given the time period of analysis),
approximately 60% of the naturalized migrants in 1930 came from the new sending regions.
The other columns of Table 2 show statistics by name Americanization, which was clearly
quite common, marked by 1,017 individuals in the sample Americanizing their name. Both
groups of migrants, namely those who changed and those who kept their original names,
exhibit essentially the same average characteristics in terms of age, marital status, probability
of having children and occupational score measured at declaration time. Differences arise
primarily in three traits: first, at the time of petition, migrants who Americanized their names
had stayed longer in the U.S. compared to name keepers; second, they had a higher
probability of having their spouse present in the country and third, the distribution by
country of birth varied substantially. New migrants were far more likely to Americanize
their names than old migrants. Part of this is likely driven by the names of new migrants
being less common in the U.S. than names of old migrants from the UK or Ireland. This can
be seen, for instance, from the fact that among the new migrants Russians are far more likely
to Americanize their names than Irish. All these patterns persist when considering each
quartile of the Americanization index.
The second panel of Table 2 shows changes in characteristics of our sample over time.
There are very few differences across groups. Migrants who Americanize and those who do
not Americanize their names do not differ in terms of the timing of filing petition; and
therefore, despite the original gap in years since migration, both groups file petitions within
five years of having filed first papers. This behavior is also reflected in the change in age.
However, importantly, the two groups show substantially different raw means in terms of
labor market outcomes. Specifically, changes in occupational score between declaration and
petition are essentially zero for name keepers and for those who change into a more distinctive
13

name. However, for migrants who Americanize their name, the change in occupational score
is significantly positive (0.064 log points on average). This payoff is observed across nearly
all quartiles of the Americanization i ndex and is graphically presented in Figure 1.

3. EMPIRICAL MODELS
The summary statistics highlight a correlation between name Americanization and
occupational standing, although part of this correlation might be driven by observable
differences across individuals with different levels of Americanization. More importantly,
those who Americanize and those who do not might differ in terms of other - perhaps
unobservable - dimensions.
Going beyond a simple descriptive analysis, we present below a number of empirical
strategies used to determine whether the correlation persists once compositional differences
are taken into account.

OLS estimator. Our first model considers a regression equation relating occupational
scores and name Americanization:
yit = β0 + β1 Ait + β2 tit + x’ γ +it β3 ( tit ∗ C Obi) + β4 ( tit ∗ LabM kti) + ci + εit . (2)

where yit is the log-occupational score of individual i observed at time t. Ait is our key
variable, as defined in equation (1), representing the normalized frequency of individual i’s
name at time t in the U.S. born population.
We also include a time variable, tit . Given that not all migrants file their first papers at the
same time, a linear time trend is individual specific and captures the different time periods
of observation in the data. This trend has both economic and econometric relevance, given
that it controls for different immigrant cohorts and changes in the occupational distribution
that are driven by the business cycle.
x’ it is a vector of time varying socio-economic variables, such as marital status, presence
of the spouse in the U.S. or having children.
Equation (2) also includes two interaction terms: one between the time trend and
indicators for the country of birth (tit ∗ C OBi ) and one between the time trend and indicators
14

for the local labor market (tit ∗ LabM kti ). Controlling for country of origin and time trends in
occupational scores is important in our context. For instance, Abramitzky et al. (2012a) report
considerable variation in occupational score patterns across nationalities over time. Furthermore,
several documents of this time describe episodes of exclusion of aliens from engaging in
particular occupations. 13 Additionally, Moser (2012) provides evidence of taste-based
discrimination towards individuals with German-sounding names. Hence, occupational changes
might have followed different trajectories depending on the individual’s country of birth.
Similarly, the interaction term tit ∗ LabM kti controls for different labor market patterns that
might simultaneously affect occupation scores and name changes.
Finally, the term ci is a vector of time-invariant and unobservable personal traits that have
an impact on occupational scores (such as innate ability) and might be correlated with other
regressors in the model. εit is an error term satisfying the usual assumptions.
This first estimation strategy simply pools the data and applies OLS estimation to
equation (2). By doing so, we control for observable variables such as personal and labor
market attributes to examine the existence and extent of payoffs associated with acquiring
popular American names. If name Americanization were fully explained by observable
differences across individuals, controlling for them would eliminate the potential bias in our
estimates, which stems from individual self-selection, with the OLS results pinning down the
extent to which name Americanization and occupational scores are related.

First-difference estimator. There might be several unobservable traits (such as
individual time-invariant ability) represented by ci in equation (2), that are correlated with
name Americanization and occupational scores and might drive our OLS results. We
therefore proceed by adopting a second estimation method.
Re-writing equation (2) for occupational scores observed at the time of declaration (t=
Decl) as:
yiDecl = β0 + β1 AiDecl + β2 tiDecl + x’iDecl γ+
13

For example, in 1914, the Supreme Court upheld a New York statute excluding non-naturalized Italians from
engaging in building the New York subway (Higham, 2002). Occupational mobility might have had different patterns
following different pre-naturalization conditions.
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+ β3 tiDecl ∗ C OBi + β4 tiDecl ∗ LabM kti + ci + εiDecl ,

(3)

and for occupational scores observed at the time of petition (t = P et) as:
yiPet = β0 + β1 AiPet + β2 tiPet + x’

iPet γ+

+ β3 tiPet ∗ C OBi + β4 tiPet ∗ LabM kti + ci + εiPet .

(4)

Taking the difference between these two equations yields a model in first differences:
(yiPet − yiDecl ) = β1 (AiPet − AiDecl ) + β2 (tiPet − tiDecl ) + (xiPet − xiDecl )’γ+
+ β3 (tiPet − tiDecl ) ∗ C OBi + β4 (tiPet − tiDecl ) ∗ LabM kti +
+ (εiPet − εiDecl ).

(5)

Here, (AiPet − AiDecl ) is a continuous variable bounded between -1 and 1, indicating how
the migrant’s name becomes more or less frequent over time in comparison to the U.S.
population. From our previous examples, this variable would take a value of one for Giovanni
who Americanized his name to William, and zero for both the British William who did not
change name and the Italian Giovanni who changed his name to Salvatore.
Due to the structure of our data we need a modification of (5). Equation (5) correctly
measures the association between changing names and occupational scores if all migrants
change their names between declaration and petition. If migrants were to Americanize their
names prior declaration, the previous equation would consider these migrants as name
keepers. For instance, if Giovanni were to become William after arrival yet before
declaration, (AiP et − AiDecl ) would take a value of zero as we would observe Giovanni holding
a common American name in both time periods. However, if an association exists between
names and occupational scores, yiDecl would have already been influenced by the new name,
i.e. Giovanni’s yiDecl would have changed in response to the new name. To avoid confounding
name changers and name keepers, we substitute AiDecl with AiArrival, one of the few
information reported in the certificate of arrival. Through this implementation, the “will-beWilliam” Giovanni is considered as having Americanized his name, as opposed to being a
name keeper. Using “name at arrival” is arguably more exogenous to unobserved U.S. shocks
that might occur after arrival and potentially provides a more conservative estimate of the
relationship of interest if name Americanization acts as a one-time change in occupational
scores. In estimating equation (6) we implicitly assume that there is no dynamic selection into
name Americanization. In other words, we assume that individuals who change names
between arrival and declaration are observationally similar to those changing names between
16

declaration and petition, after controlling for relevant characteristics. This assumption is used
by Arai and Thoursie (2009) and allows us to substitute AiDecl with AiArrival. We perform
several robustness checks with respect to this definition in Section 6 with further details
available in the online Appendix.
To summarize, our second estimation method is a first-difference technique (FD) based
on the following model:
(yiPet − yiDecl ) = β1 (AiPet − AiArrival ) + β2 (tiPet − tiDecl ) + (xiPet − xiDecl )’γ+
+ β3 (tiPet − tiDecl ) ∗ C OBi + β4 (tiPet − tiDecl ) ∗ LabM kti +
+ (ε iPet − εiDecl ).

(6)

Compared to a simple pooled OLS estimator, equation (6) has the advantage of being able to
purge out time-invariant and unobservable personal traits (such as innate ability) that might
have an impact on occupational scores and the propensity of name Americanization. At the
same time it allows controlling for specific trends in earning growth by country of birth and
local labor markets, thus in effect reducing potential biases due to occupational or
geographical sorting.
If these characteristics were sufficient to guarantee conditional independence of name
Americanization from the unobserved component of the model, we could conclude that these
results estimate a causal effect of name changes on occupational scores. However, it is
possible that several relevant factors might still be omitted in the regression analysis, that
reverse causality might be at work and that time varying self-selection might be present. For
example, migrants who Americanized might have accumulated different levels of human
capital or language skills. Additionally, name Americanization might occur before
occupational change for some individuals, while occupational change might lead to name
changes for others. The next two estimators aim to control for time-varying factors that might
be correlated with name Americanization and occupational upgrading.
Name-changers only. We estimate equation (6) on the subsample of name changers only
(NC), thus exploiting the different timing of name Americanization across individuals. With
this strategy, the control group for those who Americanize their names at the time of
declaration are those who change their names at the time of petition. This should better
control for time-varying individual factors that might cause a spurious correlation between our
key variables (a similar strategy is followed in Arai and Thoursie, 2009). For example, as
long as those who Americanize their names have similar human capital accumulation patterns
- unrelated with the timing of name Americanization - this strategy will net out the effects of
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these variables.
IV estimator. While focusing on name changers reduces endogeneity concerns,
identification still relies on the assumption of parallel trends between current and future name
changers (after conditioning on the full set of characteristics). Furthermore, this method does
not rule out the possibility of reverse causality. To recover a causal link between name
Americanization and economic success, we apply an instrumental variable (IV) strategy on
equation (6).
In order to understand the causal link between changing names and economic success, we
need a variable that predicts the former without directly influencing the latter. We look for a
measure of linguistic complexity that is unrelated to the specific content of a name, given that
the latter might be correlated with socioeconomic outcomes and, hence, ultimately correlated
with occupational scores.
We calculate the “Scrabble points” for each name at arrival by summing the scores
attributed to each letter in the popular board game and use these points to predict name
Americanization. The origin of the Scrabble point system dates to 1938 and is attributed to
the architect Alfred Moscher Butts who performed a frequency analysis of letters from the
front page of various newspapers. A name associated with relatively high points would
correspond to a linguistically complex name whereas a name with relatively low points would
correspond to a relatively simple phoneme or to a euphonious name.
In practice, we create a measure of distance between the Scrabble points of the migrant’s
name at arrival and the Scrabble points associated with the “American norm”. Our Scrabble
index SjArrival is defined as:
SjArrival=

SPjArrival
Σw≠j SPw/Σw≠j 1

(7)

w h e r e SPjArrival is the Scrabble points of name j, divided by the median Scrabble points
across all American individuals born before 1880 and currently living in the state of New York,
excluding name j from the computation of the median. Figure 3(a) shows the distribution of
Scrabble points in the U.S. born population. Values of Sj substantially above or below 1
indicate a name that is “phonetically” distant from the American norm. This normalization
allows us to measure the degree of complexity of the arrival name with respect to the available
linguistic complexity at destination.
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Figure 3: Scrabble points, Scrabble index and Americanization index.
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The Scrabble index seems to be a suitable instrument for several reasons. Given that
points are based on the frequency of letters, the Scrabble index does not make use of the
semantics associated with names. For the same length, two names score differently depending
on their complexity with respect to the American norm. For this reason, it is unlikely that
this index is associated with individuals’ labor market performance and thus our exclusion
restriction should be valid. While we cannot directly test for the validity of the exclusion, we
report summary statistics of our sample in the online Appendix by separating our sample into
those who have below and above median values of Sj . The table suggests that both groups of
individuals are observationally similar. In particular, there are no differences in terms of years
since migration, which means that the instrument is capable of purging any channel linked to
human capital accumulation, including the acquisition of language skills. Furthermore, Aura
and Hess (2010) show that Scrabble points are generally unrelated with lifetime outcomes, and,
particularly, do not predict occupational prestige during 1994 and 2002.
The remaining panels of Figure 3 show how our Scrabble index predicts name
Americanization. Figure 3(b) shows the graphical distribution of SjArrival; the vertical line
indicates the median, which is very close to one. In the same graph, we report selected values
of the changes in the Americanization index associated with the Scrabble index (for ease of
representation, we calculated the means of Scrabble index and Americanization index by
aggregating for each name at petition). The blue markers refer to values of name
Americanization that are above the mean, while the remainder are values pertaining to
observations from the lowest decile. The first noteworthy aspect is that the distribution of Sj
at both points in time is bell shaped, indicating that a larger mass of people have names of
average complexity in the U.S. Second, and more importantly, there is a clear relationship
between the distribution of SjArrival and name Americanization. The highest values of
Americanization are found within an interval of the Scrabble index corresponding to the
American norm. On the other hand, the lowest values of Americanization are scattered further
away, towards both tails of the distribution. This means that the Scrabble index could be
considered as a functional predictor of Americanization. Another way of interpreting this is to
observe the “dynamics” of the Scrabble index for individuals who Americanize. In Figure
3(c), we show the distribution obtained by subtracting SPjArrival from the Scrabble points
calculated at the time of petition, when migrants changed name. We omit from the graph
name keepers (i.e. those for whom SPjArrival did not vary over time). The distribution shows
that the vast majority of changes in the Scrabble index happen in an interval around 0.5 points
from the American norm. This means that only those close to the “Scrabble norm” find it
beneficial to change name. For those who are too far from the norm, the “costs” of
Americanizing their name are so high that we observe very few instances of name changes, as
well as a negligible increase in the Americanization index. Remarkably, the same pattern
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emerges when we look at this “difference” distribution by country, as well as by aggregating
across popular names of migrants at petition (see the online Appendix for additional details).
These graphical representations suggest the existence of a non-linear relationship between Sj
and name Americanization and convex costs in name Americanization.
While the IV estimator has the advantage of showing whether the positive association
found in the summary statistics persists after controlling for time-varying, individual-specific
factors, it is important to remember that these estimates only measure a local average
treatment effect (providing the assumptions given in Angrist et al. (1996) are satisfied). This
is the average effect of changing names on occupational scores for complier migrant men
only, i.e. those migrant men who would change their name because of particular values of
the instrument, but who would not change their name otherwise. The LATE estimates could
differ from the average treatment effect of name changes for the entire population of
naturalizing migrant men.
The OLS estimator, the modified first-difference estimator (FD), focusing on name changers
only (NC) and the instrumental variable method (IV) are all designed to examine whether
name Americanization had a return in the labor market, i.e. the consequences of such choices.

4. THE ECONOMIC PAYOFF OF NAME
AMERICANIZATION
We start the analysis in Table 3, with the first three columns showing the estimates in levels
(i.e. pooling equations 3 and 4), ignoring individual heterogeneity, while the last three
columns show the estimates of equation (6). Across columns we vary the set of regressors
given in our empirical framework. These range from migrant and household characteristics
(whether or not married, whether or not children are present and whether or not a spouse is
present) to trends by country of birth and by local labor market. For notational simplicity, we
use Ait throughout to indicate the Americanization index, irrespective of the type of estimator
applied.
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Table 3: Effect of Name Americanization on Log-Occupational Score, Benchmark Specification
Notes: Robust standard errors in parenthesis. Ait = Americanization index. See
explanation on page 6. Labor market indicators refer to dummy variables for each of
the NYC community districts. See text for explanation. In first difference models,
country of birth and labor market indicators are interactions between these
variables and the time trend. All regressions include a time trend. Reference category
for country of birth: Other old migrants. Married, Has children, Spouse present in
the U.S. are all indicators. See text for explanation. See Table 2 for explanation of the
country of birth categories

OLS estimates. In the pooled OLS regression, name Americanization is associated with a
4% increase in occupational score, a payoff that remains stable across the three specifications.
Having a spouse present in the U.S. is associated with higher occupational scores, while
marital status or having children does not seem to have an impact on the migrant’s economic
outcomes. Note that these variables aim to capture time-varying characteristics that might affect
assimilation incentives - and hence occupational upgrading. In column (II), we condition on
indicators for nationality-specific trends to capture different labor market patterns across origin
groups. We find that our results become statistically weaker and point estimates slightly
decrease. Nonetheless, the association between Americanization and occupational upgrading
remains positive even within nationality-specific occupational score patterns. Comparing
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nationalities with the group of other old migrants (including British, Swedish and Norwegian
migrants), Germans exhibit higher labor market success, while all the other nationalities underperform.
Lastly, we explore the influence of local labor markets by including in Column (III) trend
indicators for community districts in which the immigrants live at the time of declaration.
The pattern of our baseline results remains unchanged and we find a statistically significant
return to name Americanization. Despite some evidence of sorting shown in the online
Appendix, this seems to indicate that the impact of local labor market conditions is relatively
mild and does not drive our main findings.
First-difference estimates. Exploiting the panel structure of the data, the last three
columns of the table report the estimates in first differences. The positive association between
name Americanization and occupational-based earnings persists. Estimates become larger and
statistically stronger compared with the OLS estimates. The positive association between
name Americanization and occupational upgrading remains once unobserved heterogeneity is
controlled for. Furthermore, payoffs are larger for individuals with uncommon names who
choose very common American names.
Conditioning on a number of variables, we find that changing from a purely foreign name
to a very common American name is associated with a 14% return, while household
characteristics have little impact on occupational upgrading. Additionally, nationality specific
trends indicate the presence of little occupational convergence, except for the Irish and the
“Other” category migrant group.
Assuming that individual self-selection is purely driven by either observable traits that we
control for or time-invariant characteristics, these estimates indicate that the positive
association found in our OLS analysis is not explained by selection but rather is likely driven
by the market rewarding migrants holding an American name. In fact, name Americanization
results in a 14% increase in occupational scores when individual productivity remains
unchanged.
Estimates for name-changers only. Within the first-difference estimator, we restrict
our sample to name changers only, i.e. we exploit the different timing of the name choice.
We estimate the model progressively adding regressors as in our baseline specification.
Results are shown in the first three columns of Table 4. While the sample sizes are smaller,
patterns are quite remarkable as we still find a positive relationship between acquiring
popular American names and economic success in the U.S. As long as name changers in one
year have similar trends to those in a different year, these estimates capture the causal effect
of name Americanization on occupational scores. Furthermore, as long as time-varying
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unobservable characteristics are shared within this group, these estimates implicitly control
for variables such as English language acquisition and human capital accumulation which are
unobservable to us
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Table 4: Effect of Name Americanization on Log-Occupational Score, Causality Tests
Notes: Robust standard errors in parenthesis. Ait = Americanization index. See explanation on page 6. See Table 2 for explanation of
the country of birth categories. SjArrival refers to the scrabble index as explained in the text. Wooldrdige test refers to a robust score
test of endogeneity (Wooldridge, 1995). In all models, country of birth and labor market indicators are interactions between these
variables and the time trend.

IV estimates.To further account for any other source of endogeneity, we conclude this
section by presenting the IV estimates of equation (6). In the first stage, we start by using our
Scrabble index as a simple linear predictor of Americanization in columns IV to VI of Table 4.
In columns VII to IX, we model the non-linear relationship, as visually represented in Figure
3, adding a quadratic term. Throughout our models, SjArrival is positively associated with
name Americanization. The quadratic term is also highly significant, hinting at a concave
relationship between the Scrabble index and name Americanization, even after controlling for
all covariates. This suggests that individuals who Americanize have higher Scrabble points,
although incentives to Americanization decrease as names differ more from the norm.
Intuitively, the cost of name Americanization is smaller for individuals around the norm. This
panel also reports the impact of other characteristics and nationality-specific trends on name
Americanization. Compared to the other old migrants, all other nationalities - with the
exception of the Irish - seem to be more likely to adopt American names over time. The
instruments continue to perform well independently of the controls added and remain
relevant predictors, as shown by the first stage F-statistics, which indicate the validity of our
instrument. A quadratic model in the Scrabble index allows us to test the validity of our
exclusion restriction via a Sargan test for overidentifying restrictions. We cannot reject the null
hypothesis of excluding either instrument from the first stage. Finally, we tested whether there
is evidence of endogeneity. While we cannot fully reject exogeneity of name Americanization
in the first model, we reject this hypothesis at the five per cent significance level in the
second.
After testing the validity of the instruments, we find in the second stage that the returns to
name Americanization increase once we instrument for Ait . It appears that controlling for the
possible time-varying self-selection of individuals as well as any other form of measurement
error into the decision to change names increases the returns to name Americanization to
about 70%. As mentioned earlier, this should be interpreted as the average effect of name
Americanization on occupational scores for complier migrant men, i.e. for those who change
their name because they have a rather high Scrabble index, but who would not have changed
their name had they had a low Scrabble index. While potentially different from the average
treatment effect, the local average treatment effect further corroborates the existence of a
causal relationship between the variables of interest.
In summary, the positive relationship between name Americanization and occupational
upgrading persists after directly tackling the endogeneity of name Americanization with our
IV approach. Our results suggest that it is the act of Americanization per se that causes higher
occupational upgrading, and not (only) the selection of migrants into such a choice, since the
IV estimates can be interpreted as the occupational payoff consequent to “random” name
Americanization.

Figure 2: Effect of Name Americanization on Log-Occupational Score, by Name

Figure 2 further summarizes this finding, highlighting the positive association between
name Americanization and occupational upgrading, with larger payoffs the more popular
American the new name. Figure 2(a) shows the returns from the FD model, while Figure 2(b)
shows the same returns in the IV model. These payoffs were calculated using the estimates of
equation (6) from the two models and show the returns for those who Americanized their
names. Changing a name into William or John is associated with larger occupational
upgrading compared to keeping one’s name or changing into a less common American name.
On the other hand, adopting names such as Hyman or Isidore, which were less common albeit
present in the U.S. born population, has a much lower - statistically zero - payoff.
Interestingly, as these names are distinctively Jewish, it appears that name Americanization
that occurred while embracing a cultural heritage had little return.

5. CHANNELS
The existence of positive returns to name Americanization poses two important questions:
first, why some individuals Americanized their names and others did not; second, concerning
the expected direction of self-selection into name Americanization.
There might be various reasons why only some migrants Americanized their names. Fryer
and Levitt (2004) list several possible frameworks that help explain the persistence of
distinctive names. First, individuals might not have full information on the returns to name
Americanization. Second, within their price theory model of names, incentives for name
Americanization may differ by neighborhood composition. For example, within ethnic
enclaves, the benefits from name Americanization might be lower while the costs might be
higher. Third, individuals might have utility gains if they follow a prescribed behavior of a

particular group (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000). Hence, only those individuals subject to few
identity prescriptions will Americanize their names.
While these frameworks suggest that migrants who Americanize their names should be
observationally different than those who do not, it is unclear a priori whether
Americanization occurs among migrants, who face occupational mobility or those who do
not. For instance, in the presence of imperfect information, migrants with higher ability would
probably be more likely to Americanize their names. In the context of a price theory model,
individuals in more segregated neighborhoods might face a higher cost of Americanization, if
there is a cost to holding an American name when interacting with other migrants. Yet,
whether the individual Americanizes his name or not depends on whether the particular
ethnic enclave consists of mostly high- or low-skilled workers. Lastly, within an identity
framework, it is uncertain a priori whether behavioral prescriptions would be stronger among
those who are successful in the labor market. Overall, the type of migrant who Americanizes
cannot be pinned down unequivocally.
Our results highlight that individual self-selection played a role in name Americanization
beyond simple observable differences across individuals. A comparison of the OLS estimate
(4%) with the FD (13%), NC (13%) and IV (70%) estimates highlights an interesting and
consistent direction of the bias in the OLS estimator: there is negative selection on timeinvariant (FD) and time-varying (NC, IV) unobservable characteristics. Hence, it was those
migrants facing the greatest barriers to occupational mobility who Americanized their names.
This result hints at imperfect information not being a driving factor of selection into name
Americanization. This evidence is also consistent with Goldin and Shim (2004), who find
that keeping the maiden name is more common among highly skilled women. It is likely that
high achieving individuals did not need to change their names as their quality was already
signalled in the market, as they were subject to less discrimination or could find alternative
ways of occupational improvements such as migration or human capital accumulation.
We further corroborate the hypothesis that name Americanization was a way of overcoming
labor market barriers by examining the sub-populations in which name Americanization had a
higher return. We would expect higher payoffs for groups that were low skilled, potentially
more discriminated against, or with less alternative means for socio-economic improvement.

Table 5: Effect of Name Americanization on Log-Occupational Score, Channels
Notes: Robust standard errors in parenthesis. First Stage F-tests: 3.849, 33.232,
12.815, 17.67, 7.449, 25.537. Ait = Americanization index. See explanation on page
6. All models include the covariates in the last column of Table 3. OLS = Ordinary
Least Squares estimates; FD = first-difference estimates; NC = name changers
only estimates; IV = instrumental variable estimates. In FD, NC, IV models,
country of birth and labor market indicators are interactions between these
variables and the time trend.

Table 5 divides the sample into several sub-populations. We report estimates of the
payoff to name Americanization across all estimators for new (old) migrants, for internal
migrants (stayers) and for individuals who live in ethnic enclaves. 14
In the first panel, we distinguish the effects between migrants whose first settlement
happened during the early wave of mass migration (Germans, Scandinavians, Irish, British)
and those who came from regions with a later experience of emigration to the U.S.
(Italians, Eastern Europeans, Russians). The pattern of results for the new migrants is
similar to our baseline estimates. For the old migrants, the magnitude of estimates is smaller
and the effect is statistically insignificant throughout. Therefore, it appears that changing
into a popular American name only determined a premium for the “new” migrants. These
heterogenous returns could be driven by stronger discrimination in the labor market for
this group, or by their relatively low level of skills. Historical accounts (e.g. Higham, 2002)
seem to confirm that there was widespread resentment and discrimination against the new
migrants.
In the second panel, we focus on individuals who changed labor markets between
declaration and petition (internal migrants) and those who did not. Internal migrants
14

In the online Appendix, we perform additional analysis across physical characteristics and occupations. All
results are consistent with our interpretation.
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exhibited a much smaller and statistically insignificant return to name Americanization,
while the payoff was particularly high for those who did not move. These results are
compatible with an interpretation of migration as a form of human capital investment.
Acquiring skills through migration can be seen as a strategy of earning growth that is an
alternative to changing name. Therefore, returns to Americanization will be smaller for
internal migrants. Further- more, if internal migrants are positively selected - as arguably
only those who can afford to migrate will do so - the higher payoff for non-migrants is
again indicative of name Americanization as a way of circumventing lock-in effects for
those who had no alternatives means for occupational mobility.
The last panel of the table explores the role of ethnic enclaves. We calculate a
measure
of exposure to ethnic enclaves using the 1% sample from the 1920 IPUMS, defined as
𝑃𝑘ℎ
𝑃ℎ

Here Pkh represents the number of individuals living in census tract h who were born in
country k and Ph is the total number of individuals – including U.S.-born – in each tract.
This index provides a measure of the relative size of each immigrant group in the locality
and has previously been used to study the role of enclaves (e.g. Borjas, 2000). We focus
on a measure pertaining to the year 1920 in order to capture an ethnic composition that is
pre-determined at the time of deciding to change name. We then distinguish between
migrants living in neighborhoods with high (low) ethnic concentration, defined as those
areas in the top quartile (first three quartiles) of the exposure distribution. 15
The estimates suggest that name Americanization did not pay for individuals living in
enclaves. On the other hand, migrants in less segregated neighborhoods had a higher
return to name Americanization. Once again, this indicates that name Americanization paid
off for those individuals who were more constrained, and faced the greatest economic and
social barriers. 16

15

Since we are only able to match the census tracts for Manhattan and Brooklyn at the time of writing, the sample
size in this exercise is limited to immigrants living in these two boroughs, which means that those living in Bronx,
Queens, Staten Island and outside New York City (internal movers) at the time of declaration are excluded.
16
The online Appendix also reports additional channels of heterogeneous effects, such as surname
Americanization, employment types, age or occupations particularly hit by the Great Depression.
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6. ROBUSTNESS CHECKS
Ee carry out a series of checks aiming to ascertain the robustness of our results to
various data aspects and definitions. Results are reported in Table 6, and further details are
available in the online Appendix.

Table 6: Effect of Name Americanization on Log-Occupational Score, Robustness
Notes: Robust standard errors in parenthesis. First Stage F-tests: .766, 8.599, 22.041,
49.729.
Ait = Americanization index. See explanation on page 6. All models include the covariates
in the last column of Table 3. OLS = Ordinary Least Squares estimates; FD = firstdifference estimates; NC = name changers only estimates; IV = instrumental variable
estimates. In FD, NC, IV models, country of birth and labor market indicators are
interactions
between
these
variables
and
the
time
trend.

Our model in equation (6) uses a definition of name Americanization based on the
difference in the frequency of the name at petition and at arrival. While the petition was the
document that officiated the new name, such a change could have occurred prior to the time
of petition, which we can identify to some extent. As a migrant name is known at the time of
arrival, at the time of declaration and at the time of petition, we can distinguish between
migrants who hold the same name over time (henceforth Type 1), those who hold a certain
name at arrival and another one at declaration (Type 2) and those who hold the same name
up until the time of petition (Type 3). There were no cases in the data whereby the name
changed twice into two different names. There are about 54.13% Type 1 individuals, while
among those who change name, 75.81% were Type 2 and the rest were Type 3. 17
The data challenge arises from the fact that, despite observing names at three different
points in time, occupations are only observed at declaration and petition. In an ideal data
17

We also observe a fourth type of individual who change name between arrival and the time of declaration yet report
the original name at the time of petition (around 3.62% of the name changers). It is unclear from the data whether these
individuals had been temporarily using the “new” name or whether the new name had been ‘imputed’ or
‘misunderstood’ by the clerk. Therefore we checked all these individuals’ names and compared the reported names
with the names in the signature. The individuals who signed the declaration with their original name were considered
as name keepers while the rest were probably individuals who really changed their name multiple times. Results
remain unchanged if we drop this type of individuals.
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set, we would observe individual names at the first occupation after arrival (prior to the name
change), compare these with the name at arrival, and then observe these individuals over
time. However, our data do not contain information on the first occupation upon arrival and
prior-name change. To our knowledge, no other source can be used to detect this
information, as passenger records report neither the occupation at origin nor potential
occupations in the U.S. (Ferrie, 1999). 18
Our baseline model considers changes in name between petition and time of arrival,
(AiPet − AiArrival ), in order to capture all the name changers in the sample. As mentioned in
previous sections, this definition offers the advantage of defining a name change based on a
variable that is pre-determined with respect to any possible post-arrival outcome in the U.S.
Therefore, this definition reduces potential concerns of reverse causality.
While the benchmark model correctly identifies Type 2 individuals as being ‘treated’
by the change of name, their occupational scores have already been affected by such a change
at the time of declaration. If name Americanization provided a one-time increase in
occupational scores, the inclusion of these individuals in the “treatment group” would bias
down the baseline results, as occupational scores’ trajectories would have already changed for
them. Therefore, our baseline definition would provide a lower-bound effect. On the other
hand, if name Americanization implied a change in both average occupational scores and
growth trajectories, with the inclusion of Type 2 individuals we would still be able to detect
a return to name Americanization, although we would not be able to identify the short- run
change from the long-run change in occupational scores. However, under this second scenario,
the association between names and occupational scores would still be detected by our
analysis. These are the reasons why we prefer to keep our definition based on name at
arrival in our baseline analysis, as it is potentially rather conservative and provides a larger
sample size. 19
We adopt two strategies to examine whether our preferred empirical model delivers
conservative estimates. First, we drop the Type 2 individuals and therefore estimate a true first-

18

If a larger sample size were available, it would be possible to match the migrants of our data set with the Census
enumeration and obtain a third point in time. We would need, however, enough observations of individuals who arrive
prior to 1920, who do not change name by the 1920 Census, and declare intention to naturalize between 1920 and
1930. For the time being, this route did not seem feasible.
19
Further details are provided in the online Appendix.
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difference model. 20 Second, we restrict our sample to individuals who declare their intention
to naturalize within three years of arrival and then drop everybody else in the sample. By
doing so, although we cannot fully control for the fact that Type 2 migrants have already
been ‘treated’ compared to Type 3 migrants, we can at least limit the effects of new names to
a shorter time span. Furthermore, we are able to better capture the trajectories immediately
after arrival and, presumably, work with a more exogenous initial condition for the
occupational distribution. 21
The results in Table 6 are consistent with previous estimates. Point estimates are higher
if only changers between declaration and petition are kept. It should be noted that given the
small number of Type 3 individuals, it is perhaps unsurprising that the estimates for NC and
IV are very imprecise. On the other hand, restricting the sample to those early declarants does
not particularly alter our main conclusions, given that we still find a positive relationship
between changing name and occupational upgrading.
Lastly, we run several analyses to ascertain the sensitivity of our results to how we define
name Americanization. When looking at historical records, it is well known that many
orthographic differences might appear in first and last names. Under such circumstances, it
might be important to standardize names using phonetically equivalent transliterations.
Common algorithms to obtain name standardizations are Soundex, NYSIIS, Metaphone, and
Caverphone. In the context of our study, it could be the case that a misspelling between our
data and the Census causes the Americanization level to be measured with an error. For
example, if the migrant’s name at arrival John is misspelled as Jon in our sample, he would
be considered to have Americanized his name when in fact the name had not changed. We
report our baseline results by considering a name change to be a change into a phonetically
different name, thus reducing differences due to simple misspellings, as well as requiring
name Americanization to be a change in the “sound” of the name. To this aim, we use the
Soundex algorithm. Names that sound the same yet are spelled differently, such as John and
Jon, have the same code. Therefore, we are able to purge possible orthographical errors
made in the original record by the court clerks as well as during our data collection process.
As can be seen in the first four columns of the second panel of Table 6, results remain within
a confidence interval of our baseline analysis, even when this restrictive definition is adopted.

20

We wish to stress, once again, that we are aware that this will not induce additional bias only under the assumption
that, conditional on characteristics, the timing of name change is exogenous, or put differently, that name changers at
different points in time have parallel trends.
21
We want to emphasize once again that reporting a first-difference model on the whole sample would not be
meaningful as we would then consider as “untreated” the migrants who changed their names between arrival and
declaration.
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The final four columns change the definition of American norm, by constructing the Ait
variable using the name distribution of the full population living in New York in 1930.
Changing the norm definition does not alter our conclusions. 22

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides the first direct evidence on the magnitude and consequences of name
Americanization. Such a phenomenon, previously only known anecdotally, was not only
widespread, but also had substantial impacts on upward mobility during the first half of the
twentieth century. We find, in fact, that immigrants who Americanized their names
experienced higher occupation-based earnings growth than those who did not. These results
persist across all our specifications, including those controlling for individual heterogeneity or
those based on an instrumental variable technique where we use a Scrabble index, reflecting
the linguistic complexity of migrant names as an instrument for name Americanization.
Hence, our results are not driven by migrant self-selection into this choice.
These stark differences stemming from name Americanization provide important insights
for current research. Our unique data source is informative for current studies based on
record linkage. With return migration causing non-randomness of migrant samples, the use of
longitudinal data has become the gold standard in the migration literature. As Bandiera et al.
(2013) show, return migration was particularly prominent in the early 1900s. A wealth of
studies aiming at understanding migrants performance in that period having resorted to the
creation of longitudinal datasets through linking individuals by name, age and birthplace. For
example, Abramitzky et al. (2012b) estimate the return to migration by matching Norway-toUS migrants with their brothers who stayed in Norway in the late nineteenth century.
Abramitzk et al. (2012a) studies immigrant assimilation by linking migrants and natives in
the Censuses over time. Long and Ferrie (2013) link fathers and sons in 1850 to study
occupational mobility in the U.S. and Britain. However, a name change in the U.S. - especially
in the studies focusing on immigrants - might be a cause for a failed match. We have shown in
our analysis that name Americanization was more prevalent among migrants facing stronger
barriers in the labor market, yet occupational upgrading followed name Americanization. While
these opposing features of the Americanization process - negative selection and occupational
payoff - do not suggest clear implications for estimates based on matched samples, they are
indeed informative in showing that immigrants who Americanized their names are not similar to

22

In the online Appendix, we run further checks to understand the sensitivity of our analysis to coding errors. For
instance, we drop the flagged occupations, we exclude the addresses that we imputed and we further explore the
sensitivity of the benchmark results by changing the definition of local labor markets. None of these modifications
changes our conclusions.
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name keepers in terms of both observable and unobservable traits. 23 Hence, particular care
should be taken when interpreting the representativeness of linked samples.
At a broader level, our results highlight the existence of a tradeoff between maintaining
individual identity and enhancing labor market success, suggesting that cultural assimilation
was instrumental to economic assimilation. In a historical perspective, this implies that
despite migrant occupational upgrading being limited (Abramitzky et al., 2012a), migrants
adopted alternative strategies to climb the occupational ladder. As one example of such a
strategy, we find that returns to name Americanization were quite high. While the simple
OLS estimates suggest potential explanations for the association between name
Americanization and earnings to be changes in the market valuation of migrants’ skill
endowment, reduction in discrimination, or more rapid human capital accumulation, the firstdifference and IV estimates rule out many of these reasons, with the exception of
discrimination. The consequences of this are twofold. First, low occupational mobility
observed in previous studies might have been caused by different attitudes and
discrimination levels towards different ethnic groups. Second, from a broader perspective, the
implied tradeoff between identity and labor market success suggested in several recent
analyses (e.g. Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004, Fryer and Levitt, 2004, Arai and Thoursie,
2009, Algan et al., 2012) seems to have been present since the early making of modern
America.

23

Surname could also matter. We have mentioned that surname Americanization occurred only in 7% of our sample.
However, surname changes occur in 40% of the sample, while surname changes based on a Soundex ransliteration of
the surname in 30% of the sample.
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